Parts of a chef knife diagram

The chef's knife is probably a cook's most important tool. And given the amount of time it
spends in your hand, it's definitely worth making sure you have a good one. A lot of people
suggest purchasing "the best knife you can afford. Otherwise, you're just buying the most
expensive knife you can afford. The best knives are forged from a single piece of steel that runs
the entire length of the knife. Read on for a quick tutorial on the various parts of a chef's knife,
what they do and why they're important. The best chef's knives are made of high-carbon
stainless steel, which is a very hard metal that keeps its edge for a long time and won't discolor
or rust like ordinary carbon steel. To be sure, knives made from ordinary carbon steel aren't
necessarily inferior. Of course, they go dull more easily, too. Chef's knives are measured in
inches, and lengths of 8" to 12" are common. A longer blade lets you make longer single-stroke
cuts when slicing. The so-called "German" style of chef's knife tends to have a more curved
section at the front of the blade, good for chopping in an up-and-down "rocking" motion. The
"French" style is straighter, and more triangular, which is good for a "slicing" type of motion
where the knife is drawn straight back toward you. In this picture, we see the edge of a
Japanese-style santoku knife. The hollow, beveled indentations ground into the blade are
designed to create tiny pockets of air between the knife and the product being sliced, reducing
friction and minimizing sticking. Unless you're very unlucky, the part of a chef's knife you'll
have the most contact with is the handle. So you'll want to make sure it's comfortable and fits
your hand. It shouldn't feel slippery or cause you to have to grip excessively hard. Chef's knife
handles have traditionally been made of wood, but wooden handles present certain problems.
For one, because wood is porous, knife handles made of wood can harbor bacteria that cause
food-related illness. Many local health departments prohibit the use of wooden-handled knives
in commercial foodservice. Bacteria can also grow in the tiny cracks where the wood joins the
steel or around the rivets. Wooden handles don't fare well in the dishwasher, either, though to
be fair, you shouldn't be running your knife through the dishwasher in the first place. Still, even
soaking a knife can cause its wooden handle to warp or crack. For these reasons, knives with
plastic or rubber handles as pictured above are increasingly popular. Additionally, some
handles are made from a composite material consisting of wood that has been treated with
plastic resin. That gives them the traditional appearance of wood, which many people find
appealing while avoiding the sanitation concerns associated with wooden handles. The heel is
the widest part of the knife, located at the rear of the blade where it meets the handle. This
section of the cutting edge is used for chopping hard items like carrots, nuts or even chicken
bones. Knives with longer blades produce greater leverage, thus generating greater cutting
force at the heel of the blade. A heavier knife also increases cutting force, but it's more tiring to
use, too. As mentioned earlier, the best knives are forged from a single piece of steel that runs
the entire length of the knife. That means the steel extends all the way into the handle. The
section of steel inside the handle is called the tang , and if it goes all the way to the end of the
handle, it's called a "full tang. In addition to providing strength, full-tang construction offers
better balance, making a knife easier to use. This picture shows the tang sandwiched between
the two halves of the wooden handle. In knives with synthetic handles, the tang may not be
visible. Rivets are the raised, cylindrical studs that keep the handle securely attached to the
tang portion of the knife. This type of construction is typical of knives with wooden handles. If
rivets are present, make sure that their tops are smooth and that they don't protrude from the
handle at all. In addition to showing the rivets, the photo above also shows the tang sandwiched
between the two halves of the handle. The bolster is the thick shoulder of heavy steel located at
the front of the handle where it meets the spine or the top non-cutting edge of the blade. In
addition to balancing the knife, the bolster also helps keeps your fingers from slipping while
you work, thus preventing hand fatigue and blisters. Not every chef's knife will have a bolster. A
bolster indicates that a knife has been forged from a single chunk of steel, as opposed to being
stamped out of a roll of sheet metal. These stamped knives are generally inferior to forged
knives. The thickness of a bolster shows how thick the original chunk of steel wasâ€”and the
thicker, the better. Chef's Knife Overview. Continue to 2 of 7 below. Chef's Knife: The Blade.
Continue to 3 of 7 below. Chef's Knife: The Handle. Continue to 4 of 7 below. Chef's Knife: The
Heel. Continue to 5 of 7 below. Chef's Knife: The Tang. Continue to 6 of 7 below. Chef's Knife:
The Rivets. Continue to 7 of 7 below. Chef's Knife: The Bolster. Read More. Written by Patrick
McCarthy on March 20, If you enjoy collecting and using knives like we do, it's important to
know the terminology associated with blade designs. Using the correct knife anatomy terms
eliminates confusion and shows you know what you're talking about. Every knife has its own
unique characteristics and variationsâ€”like snowflakes, but deadly. We'll admit that knife terms
can be confusing and hard to remember at first. So, we've created the infographic below to
illustrate 20 different parts of a fixed blade knife. This knife features jimping on the thumb rise
and further forward on the spine. An Emerson logo and model information are etched onto the

flat of the CQC blade. The ZT features a prominent swedge and compound grind. The Gerber
Strongarm has serrations, a prominent plunge line, and a short ricasso. Our infographic on
knife anatomy should give you a good head start on the key elements of a blade, but there are a
few other terms that we didn't show there. Here are a handful of additional terms you might
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Verified. Those who are learning to handle a knife in the kitchen, especially culinary students,
will come across several common terms related to the different parts of a knife. Although you
do not need to know every single part of a knife in order to use one, being familiar with the parts
can help you decipher various instructions and opinions on knife use. It is generally divided
into three sections for different uses, including the tip, belly, and heel. The tip is the end of the
blade. This is because, if you were instructed to cut with the tip of the blade it would not refer to
the point. And, yes, sometimes this area of the blade is useful for fast chopping of easy to cut
items, such as mushrooms or for slicing of larger items. The tip also serves to create a pivot
point used in several different cutting methods. The belly is the portion between the tip and
heel. The heel of the blade is the end of the blade just before the handle, opposite the tip. Some
blades have the heel blended into an extended bolster for more protection at the cost of
versatility. The heel allows for high leverage providing strength for heavy cutting chores. In
hidden tang knives, it is especially important and protects the blade from high shearing forces
that may cause failure. As well, the bolster often formed into a guard in order to help keep the
hand from slipping forward. It provides more comfort and adds weight to the back of the blade
to create more balance. Bolsters can make sharpening the entire blade more difficult. The spine
is the back of the blade opposite the cutting edge. Some lower end knives, however, maintain
essentially the same thickness throughout, except, of course, for the beveled edge of the blade.
Although some knife handles are made of one piece of injection molded plastic or are of solid
metal, most kitchen knives have two piece handles of stabilized wood, plastic, or other
materials. Each piece of the handle is called a scale. The tang is the metal part of the knife
extending from the blade to the butt. The tang is sandwiched between the two scales, forming
the handle, and in the best knives, this tang runs the full length of the handle. Holes are then
drilled through the scales and tang. Through these holes are inserted metal rods called pins, to
reinforce the handle from lateral pressure, and then everything is epoxied together so that the
scales and tang never separate. The glue also aids in keeping moisture and debris from slowly
working its way under the scales. Some knives have hidden tangs. This means that instead of
two scales, the handle is a solid piece with a hole drilled through the center. The tang is
inserted into the hole so that no portion of the tang can be seen. Finally, the butt or pommel is
there to serve as a reference point for the hand. It is commonly seen indexed to aid in grip and
so the user can identify the blade orientation by feel. This article contains one or more Amazon
affiliate links. See full disclosure. All Rights Reserved. Please contact for permissions. What Is
A Carving Knife? February 4, By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find
out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Knives are a commonly
used tool that we often take for granted. We expect them to perform and cut with ease, but we
rarely pay any more attention to our knives than that. To understand your knife, it is important
to learn about its construction and be able to identify the various knife parts. First, it is easy to
divide the knife into two main parts, the handle and the blade. But each of those two parts can
also be subdivided into its own parts. With the help of the photo at right and the descriptions
below, you will better understand what components make up your knife. Point â€” The point is
the part of the knife where the edge and spine come together. The point is often used for
piercing. Tip â€” The tip is the forward part of the knife and includes the knife point. The tip is
used for detailed or delicate cutting. Edge â€” The edge is the cutting part of the blade. It
extends from the point to the heel of the knife. Bolster - The bolster is the band that joins the
blade of the knife to its handle. The bolster provides balance for the knife and also helps to

protect the hand from getting in the way of the knife edge. Tang - The tang is the part of the
blade that extends into the handle of the knife. It is the surface to which the handle attaches to
the blade. Scales â€” The scales are the part of the knife that creates the handle. Scales are
often made of synthetic material or wood. Two scales are typically attached to the tang with
rivets. Rivets â€” The rivets are metal pins used to join the scales to the tang to form the handle.
Related Items. Questions about keeping your knife sharp? Call a Product Specialist Monday
through Friday, 8 a. Email a Product Specialist productspecialist sharpeningsupplies. Sign up
for our Sharpening Newsletter! All Rights Reserved. Before discussing the parts of a knife we
must first discuss what type of knife we are discussing. As with most things that people prize,
collect, and use, almost everything about knives is up for discussion and often disagreement.
Survival knives are about versatility and strength; being able to do jobs that require a lot of
force, for example, chopping wood. Its blade and overall length is variable. The shape of the
blade can vary, as can the steel and blade characteristics. Most people would agree that a
survival knife is relatively large, in the range of inches in total length, with a blade of 4 â€” 10
inches; has a fairly thick blade for strength , and is built for utility rather than looks or inherent
value. Essentially, all knives have two parts, a blade and a handle. For example, a bolster is
usually a protrusion of metal between the blade and handle that protects the hand. Sometimes
there are two bolsters, front by the blade and rear at the butt. However, if there are two at the
blade in a cross formation, they are called a quillon or crossguard. Some diagrams simply
identify anything protecting the hand as a guard. Obviously, the blade is the most important
part of a knife, which we cover in four Survivor Knife articles. This article covers the other parts,
which are also important to the overall quality and use of the knife. There is one very important
part of a survival knife, which needs a separate illustration â€” the tang. The tang is the part of
the blade inside the handle. If there is any unanimity of opinion about survival knives, they
should have a full tang , one piece of steel for blade and tang, roughly the same width and
thickness, extending to the butt of the handle â€” in other words, one piece of steel all the way
through the knife. More than anything, this illustrates the essence of a survival knife â€” the
emphasis on strength and durability. While full tang may be intrinsic to a survival knife, how the
handle incorporates the tang varies. There are several tang styles. Extended â€” The tang
extends beyond the handle at the butt, usually functioning as a hammer surface. Skeletonized
â€” The tang metal is hollowed out, to cut weight and often to make a storage compartment.
Tapered â€” The tang is tapered from blade to butt to gradually reduce the size, thickness, and
weight. Several of the tang styles stick, skeletonized, tapered deliberately cut tang metal to
reduce weight. If done properly these styles can retain strength and durability but are usually
not recommended for survival knives. Knives used for quick manipulation with the hand, such
as for skinning or fighting generally are lighter in weight. Utility knives, such as the survival
knife, will more often feature a heft that feels solid and strong. Another point, full tangs that
expose the metal at the butt, especially those that flatten out into a pommel, are particularly
good for hammering and batoning techniques. For practical purposes, there are three vital
things about a survival knife handle: It must stay attached to the tang; it must be durable, and
above all, it should feel comfortable to use. Determining these things when you buy a knife is
difficult; mostly they require a lot of field experience. Other than that, you have to rely on
manufacturer reputation, knowledge of the materials and your own sense of the handle. Fit and
feel are highly subjective, but you can get a decent impression on the first opportunity to handle
the knife. The style of the tang see above may determine something about the design of the
handle, especially with a full tang where the metal is usually exposed. However, manufacturers
have found innumerable ways to shape, fit and attach handles â€” sometimes concealing tang
types, sometimes not. Likewise, the material of the handle comes in every type, synthetic and
natural, including Kratan synthetic rubber , molded plastic, leather, nylon polymer, hytrel,
polyester elastomer, nylon resins, epoxy resins, or even the bare tang. Keep in mind the handle
should also feel right when wet, covered in sweat, iced over, or dirty. Some handles have a
pre-drilled hole near the butt in order to attach a lanyard. Whether a lanyard is appropriate
depends on use of the knife and the environment. For example, any environment where
dropping the knife risks permanent loss, such as the sea or in the high mountains, having a
lanyard around the wrist is good insurance. Other times, a lanyard is just some dangling thing
to get entangled. As mentioned earlier, bolsters are protrusions of metal that more or less
cradle the hand, either at the point where the handle meets the blade or at the butt of the knife.
Manufacturers and reference works often substitute guard, bolster and quillon, which make it
difficult to arrive at a precise definition, but really, the fact is most knives, including survival
knives, try to cradle and protect the hand. In some descriptions, the pommel is the same as the
butt of the knife. Most of the time, the butt is the generic name for the end of the handle, while a
pommel is a specific piece â€” either part of the tang or an end cap â€” that reinforces the butt

so it can be used for striking or hammering. Unfortunately, for many knife manufacturers, even
reputable ones, the sheath is an afterthought. It protects both you and the knife from damage. It
determines how quickly you can draw the knife â€” or not. It, hopefully, prevents the knife from
falling out. There are many types of sheaths, different in materials, attachment capability
MOLLE , body position and storage capability. Many of them are not well designed, or at best,
minimal in quality or not appropriate for the way you intend to use the knife. Fortunately, you
are not stuck with a sheath. Of course, you pay for it and finding just the right sheath to fit the
knife may not be easy. Whatever your preferred position, make sure the sheath comes with or
can be fitted with appropriate strapping to keep the knife in the sheath and keep the sheath in
position on your body. Many people prefer the look and feel of leather, which is traditional and
functional. Leather works less well in wet climates or marine environments as it can promote
rust. Some sheaths are designed with additional storage space to hold a sharpening tool and
knife oil. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content. What to Look for in a Survival Knife:
Quick Study Sheet Knife Brand â€” Ultimately, the reputation, policies and specifications of a
brand knife manufacturer are the only things short of your own field-use that Read More.
Survival Knives: Blade Design There are thousands of knife blade types â€” wandering through
a well-stocked knife shop or website can be bewildering. The design of a blade is supposed to
be the result of Read More. As with most things that people prize, collect, Read More. The thing
Read More. Choosing a Good Survival Knife. Most everybody knows that survival knives are
fairly large, arguably around 6 to Read More. We welcome our customers' interest in knives of
all shapes, sizes and applications, and understand that some of the more advanced terminology
may leave the average buyer a little perplexed when confronted with some of the jargon of knife
manufacture and construction. This abbreviated glossary of some of the more common knife
terms will hopefully clear up some confusion and effectively guide the purchasing process and
help knife enthusiasts become knife aficionados! A knife is generally composed of two parts:
the handle and the blade. Most often it is the shape and cut of the blade point that determines
its intended usage and renders it a certain style more on that below. The belly is a designation
used to describe the curved arc that extends outward along a blade's cutting edge. Generally,
the wider and thicker the spine of a blade, more force it can withstand in downward and
side-to-side motion. A tang describes the back or stock portion of the blade that extends partly
into the handle or actually comprises the handle called full tang. The bolsters improve the
blade's strength in the critical areas: the handle to blade junction, and the rear or butt of the
knife where heavy impacts require reinforcement. The bolsters also help to protect and secure
the handle. Serrations are the sawtooth style modifications added to some select blades. They
are usually placed toward the handle for greater application of leverage. A spear point is used to
refer to a blade that has uniform geometry on its point and thus often has two symmetrical
edges. A needle point or dagger point is when a blade has two symmetrical sharpened blades
that taper to meet at a point. This type of blade design is often found on knives primarily used
self-defense. A trailing point describes a blade where the point is cut upward, higher than and
above the spine of the blade. This may or may not incorporate a secondary edge called a swage
which retains that designation regardless of whether or not it is sharpened or unsharpened.
Generally used in fine, delicate work such as skinning and caping game. A popular point for
hunting and bowie styles. A clipped point or slant point is a knife where the back unsharpened
edge of the knife runs straight from the handle and stops about halfway up the knife. Then, it
turns and continues to the point of the knife. This "cut-out" area can be straight or curved, and
is referred to as the "clip", which is how this shape got its name. A sheepsfoot point describes a
knife with a completely straight cutting edge with a spine and edge rounded downward to meet
the point. These knives are great for applications that require a great deal of applied pressure,
like cutting textiles or carving wood. A drop point is one of the most popular blade styles, and is
found in many different styles of knives. The back unsharpened edge of the knife runs straight
from the handle to the tip of the knife in a slow curved manner, creating a lowered point. This
lowered point provides more control and adds strength to the tip. While the tip on a drop point
is not as sharp as the tip on a clip point, it is much stronger. A tanto blade is derived from
traditional Japanese swords and features a distinctive 45 degree cut to the tip of the point,
allowing for a large amount of leverage in applying pressure on the spine for cutting and
stabbing motions. The thick point of the tanto blade contains a lot of metal near the tip, so it is
able to absorb the impact from repeated piercing that would cause most other knives to break.
A gut hook is a feature of some hunting knives and can can be found in many different
positions on the blade. It is used to split the skin of game in gutting operations while dressing
carcasses in the field. The quillon pronounced key-own, per its French origins is the part of the
knife that forms a horizontal barrier between the blade and the handle or the handle and the butt
and is utilized to stop the hand from sliding forward or backward on some blades. They are

usually found on larger knives and swords and are a major factor in quickly and accurately
sheathing and unsheathing these large blades. The ricasso is the heavy thick shank of the blade
between the grind and the front bolster the part of the knife that reinforces the blade and serves
as a connecting point between the blade itself and the handle. The choil is a term used to
describe the part of the blade where the unsharpened metal stops and the grind begins, or the
area between the cutting edge and the tang. A cannelure or fuller descri
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bes a distinctive "I" beam running down the center of the blade, and allows the knife to have
reduced weight while still retaining overall strength. This is found more commonly on longer,
larger blades. Jimping comes from North English and Scottish parlance, and means neat,
handsome or slender form. The term jimping is used to describe regular, machined cuts or
cross-hatched patterns on the spine of a knife. Jimping is employed to improve traction on the
blade for the thumb when applying downward pressure. A pommel is derived from the French
word for apple, and designates an ornamental globular mass on the butt of a knife. A swage is
generally used to describe a decorative or functional edge on the opposite side of a knife's
primary edge. Some knives feature a finger ring , which is a feature of tactical and combat
knives that secures the knife to the hand by looping the forefinger through in a manner similar
to a trigger guard. Skip to content. Anatomy of a Knife Written by Soleil Ho.

